2004 toyota sienna sliding door parts diagram
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The two doors are just mirror images of one another though. If the cables on your door fray or
the door gets stuck half way open come back to the link above to read how you can do that
repair yourself. Showing me how to take everything apart step by step, how to troubleshoot the
motor to make sure I was fixing the right thing, plus all of the tips and tricks for how to avoid
dropping the bolts into the window were fantastic. Not to mention embedded links in the guide
to take me directly to the right parts to order from Toyota. Thank you for putting this much time
and effort into sharing your knowledge. You saved me hours of frustration and hundreds of
dollars. Thank you for an awesome guide. Those coming here wondering if they can do this:
Have no fear! Thanks so much for this posting! Excellent write up and pictures. You saved me
hours of frustration and hundreds of dollars! I just changed both sliding door lock mechanisms
on my Sienna. First door took me a few hours because of the screws that held in the door lock
motor were stubborn. Ended up using your dremel trick. My second door went smoothly, only
took me an hour or so. Thx again. This is the black plastic piece that wraps the lower rear
corner of the window opening. Lower the window as far down as it will go and pry out the center
of the plastic plug in the middle of the clip and then the entire clip will come outâ€”make sure
not to lose the center of the clip. Left Door: Location of the slide door window garnish This
piece is held in place by a two-piece plug. First use a thin flat screwdriver to lift out the center of
the plug as seen below:. Once you have popped out the center of the plug as seen above then
you can take a flat head screwdriver and pull the plug completely out. One thing to note is that
there are two metal clips that are supposed to stay on the plastic window garnish but may
remain on the door or fall off. Place the clips back on the garnish as seen below:. At first I was
not able to get my door opened but by playing around with pulling the handle on the inside
while pushing out on the door front and back of door I was able to get it to open. The window
switch is retained by the electrical wiring. Simply remove the switch from the cover by removing
the two phillips head screws. Reinstall the screws into the trim board cover so you can keep
track of them. Here are the switch screw locations:. The button to put the sliding doors in
manual mode is located at the left knee of the driver:. It has a 8-mm nut head on it. I suggest
using a socket to remove it. The first time I did this repair I wrapped a large flat screwdriver with
electrical tape and used it to pry up the panel, working my way around the edge. You can also
pop the inner door panel free by pulling on the cup holder like I did the second time I did this
repair as seen below:. It is located below and toward the rear of the vehicle from the inside door
handle and is circled in red below:. So I disconnected the connector and hooked my multimeter
up to the van side of the connector and pressed the remote button. It was getting 12 volts just
fine. Here is a video of me testing it:. So, because the motor was getting power I determined that
the motor was bad. Here is a picture of the two bolt ends poking through the outside of the
part:. So we are going to need to unbolt the panel that holds all the door and window controls.
The problem is that the window is connected to this panel. Remove the two plastic plugs that
cover the access holes. Caution: Be careful not to drop the bolts down into the door when you
are removing them!! When I did this latest repair I came up with a trick to help keep from
dropping the bolts down into the door. The trick is to put some tape up over the edge of your
socket so that the socket hole is smaller and the head of the bolt fits tightly into the socket:.
Once you have removed the two bolts you can carefully lift the window up with the door open
reach one hand inside and one outside and I used packing tape to tape it all the way up at the
top:. This will give you access so you can unbolt the slide door lock release motor assembly.
When I went to do this on my right door there were only 7 bolts, 2 of which were connected to
grounds. DO NOT remove any of the bolts on the inside of the pan, only the ones around the

edge as seen in the diagram:. Hang the top of the interior trim on the top edge of the doorâ€”it
should fit snug against the window. Look along the edge of the trim to see that the snaps are
lining up with their holes and then start snapping the trim on the metal door frame. This means
if you click on an affiliate link and purchase the item, I will receive an affiliate commission. The
price of the item is the same whether it is an affiliate link or not. Regardless, I only recommend
products or services I believe will add value to Share Your Repair readers. By using the affiliate
links, you are helping support Share Your Repair, and I genuinely appreciate your support. My
Toyota Sienna passenger side sliding door will only close with the remote every other time. I
believe it is a two stage door closing process. The first engages the front lock and the second
pushes the rear of the door into the body. So there is only one click heard instead of the
standard two. I really would like to help my parents fix their van. Any thoughts? How about I drill
the 2 screws from my side even if could damage the old part? Well, the work described in this
article seems much more sophisticated than this one. Hey, thanks for the fast response.
Actually, inside handle and the black button works just fine. Taking off tha panel seems to be a
good idea. The fact that only the outside handle does not work makes it pretty certain that
something is going on with the cable that connects the door handle to the latching hub. You
may need to remove the window to get to the bolts that attach the door handle to the door. Let
us know what you do and how it turns out. I have a Sienna, and its Sienna sliding doors seem to
open very well with the indoor door open button. I am having problems with opening the door
when I try to open with the outside handle. I have some questions. If you mean the black button
on the door post, then this article will not solve your problem. If the outside handle will not open
the door then you may have a broken handle. That handle, when you pull it out, pulls a cable.
Where that cable attaches to the handle may have broken. You can always follow the steps in
this article to remove the inner door panel and then run the door through its paces and you will
be able to see what is going on. That is what I would probably do if I were in your situation.
Good info! I did this with the digikey motor instead of replacing the actuator. It went well. I did
NOT have to do anything to get the 2 screws out, just apply firm hard proper pressure to the
screws with those new screwdrivers, but it was on the edge, I would order the 2 screws if I ever
had to do it again just in case. To re-insert the screws I cleaned them off with a wire wheel and
used a tap to clean out the threads. It all works perfect now. Not easy!!! Please help. I only
bought the replacement motor, not the whole assembly. If I drill off the screw heads, will the
whole assembly still come off and then I can open it up and replace the motor at that point? Will
this work? Ok, I understand your predicament now. If you want to get the screws out of the
assembly so you can swap out the motor, then you will need to heat up that screw to release the
thread lock. I can tell you that the screw threads into a threaded cylindrical metal piece
imbedded into the injection-molded case and that cylinder will turn inside the plastic if you get it
all too hot. I had the cylinder turn just by cutting a new slot in the head of the screw and
applying a bunch of force. Hopefully the thread lock melts before the plastic. In the middle of
this repair and struggling to get the 2 screws out with the loctite on them. Also tried to Dremel
the heads of the screws to flathead style to help get the screws out. Still could not get them out.
Next steps: 3 Should I go buy a heat gun and try hitting the screws with high heat to see if
melting the loctite will help and pull them out after? Peter, thanks for the question. If you
purchased the replacement part, I recommend using your Dremel to completely grind off the
heads of the screws. By heads I mean the parts that are circled in red in Step If you remove the
screw heads then the part will be completely freed, given you disconnected the wire linkage in
Step Let me know if you have any other questions. Thanks for posting this! I did the repair on
my Sienna today but opted to replace just the motor which I ordered from Digikey in lieu of the
entire assembly. If the door is closed and I press the button I get absolutely no response. I find
it odd that the button works fine when closing the door but is dead when trying to open it. The
key fob and driver buttons work fine thoughâ€¦. I think you will be able to see what is going
wrong. Check back in and let us know if you are able to fix it. John I did not get voltage on the
lock release motor connector of my Toyota Sienna. Do you have an electric wiring diagram of
the sliding door that would help trace the problem? I just read your instructions for this repair. I
wish I had seen them two years ago. One thing I did differently. The screws that you mentioned
stripping are not standard Phillips. They are not the same as Phillips. I used a heat gun to soften
the loctite and a JIS screwdriver and I did not strip the screws on either side. If people want to
attempt to get the screws out without stripping them then hopefully this helps. To be safe
though, I would still recommend people follow your advice and order the replacement screws.
Thanks for the information Jedâ€”I will add this to the aticle. Can you please post the DigiKey
part number so I can share it in the article? I inadvertently posted my comment above in the
wrong repair. The comment above was actually meant for your other sliding door repair. I will go
over to that repair and add a comment with the picture that shows the clip. Sorry for my error.

Fantastic write-up! I have one thing to add. While removing the old sliding door assembly from
the door I broke one of the little black clips that holds the two plastic rods on the sliding door
assembly. Also, another person mentioned they stripped the middle bolt that holds the window
bracket in place. I did the same so be careful when reinstalling this bolt. A quick trip to Ace
hardware and I was able to piece together a solution. Jed, the clip you are referring to, is it the
one pictured in step 9? I would be glad to get this door to shut and never open again if I could
figure out how to get this to close completely. Any suggestions would be appreciated. There is
a motorized lock assembly that pulls the rear edge of the door shut. I have no experience of
working on this motor but it can be seen in this diagram:. Can you help? Will I have to take the
entire door off to access the cables? Thanks for the quick response. I meant: 1. I did verify that
the fuses, 14 under the hood and 39 under the dash, are good. Thanks John for this awesome
tutorial. I have a LE Sienna, and the passenger power sliding door has a problem which is a little
bit different. The symptoms are: 1. I removed the door panel and I the latch actuator does not
receive power when I push any of the electric buttons. Any idea or suggestions? Thank you.
Thanks for the question. We need to start eliminating possible causes. The fuses that cover the
sliding doors are 14 and 39 as detailed in my article: Toyota Sienna Fuse Locations. Verify that
they are good. Check back in and let us all know what you find. John â€” I am preparing to sell
my Sienna and guess what popped up? My right sliding door would open but not close using
the remote or buttons. I pulled the the door panel and disconnected the lock release electrical
connector and checked for power and it was fine. I suspected the lock release assembly was
okay, but wondered if it was not getting power because the power connector had come loose.
Three small cable ties around the two connector parts and the right sliding door worked fine!
Upon close examination I noticed the slot had been torn and the tab could pull through. This
may be the only case of this happening, but it happened twice after the initial replace of the
assembly. Thanks again for your help on this and other Sienna repairs. Good job on
troubleshooting your Sienna. Good work Joe! One pro tip: remember to unlock the door when
you want to test it! The door must be locked to get the side trim board cover off. Well thanks for
the feedback Frank, I appreciate it. Good work on repairing your vanâ€”I bet it felt real good
when that sliding door finally opened on its own again! That was exactly it! It was the windows!
So I followed your instruction â€” and had to lower the window, and sometime after that noticed
the bar preventing the door opening fully! And then on the second door, I lowered the window
and same thing. So thanks againâ€¦ BTW, you are truly dedicatedâ€¦ I cannot believe how
prompt you have been with the replies! There is enough opening left even with the door fully
open that a hand sticking out would not be crushed, but a head certainly could, so Toyota
designed it to prevent opening fully and leave enough gap. John, Just wanted to share an
update â€” so the DigiKey motor arrived on Wed and I took the rest of the door apart to put it in.
Long story, but I ended up removing the metal cylinder inside the plastic housing on both sides,
and just put in new screws maybe long electrical switch screws with nuts to hold it. Really not
sure why Toyota designed the part to be screwed from the inside, and why they used such
terrible screws. Anyway, the repair was completed successfully and the door now works!
Thanks for your help! John, thanks so much for getting back so quickly. Also, I noticed another
problem develop, and am not sure if it is related to the motor going bad. The door does not fully
open â€” it stops a little short at the end stays there. Looks like there is a metal bar at the
bottom of the door that is now protruding that is in the way and it blocks the door from opening
fully. This bar is connected via a spring loaded wire that is connected to a plastic part mounted
on a metal rotor roughly in the center of the door. It looks like this may rotate, and then the wire
would pull less and that engages the metal bar and keeps it out of the way allowing the door to
open fully. So I opened up its panel and found the plastic gear part etc in the same position. Let
me know if you need pics and how I can send those , or you followed my explanation. Your help
is truly appreciated. If so, there is a mechanism that keeps the door from locking in the fully
open position. As for the digikey solutionâ€”I took apart the bad part after I replaced mine and it
seems easy enough to replace the motor if it is an exact replacement. Check back in and let the
community know how it goes. Thank you so much for such helpful articles. How do I fix that? If I
apply manual force to pull the door out at the bottom and then tug on the door handle, then the
door starts moving forward, so seems like a manual issue. Your help is appreciated! Ben,
thanks for your question. When the door is fully open and if someone pushes the remote or
some other electronic way of closing the door will it close if someone assists the door by
pulling on the bottom of the door? OR, will it only close when you pull the handle when closing
the door. That distinction the latter will tell you the motor is bad and you are on the correct
article for replacing that. John, Thanks so much for this posting! Great to hear Mattâ€”good job
on the double repair! Any ideas on what to check? The rear hatch is fully functional.
Hmmmâ€¦feels like a bad fuse somewhere or faulty manual slide button switch? Let me make

sure I understand your situation. Are you saying that your power doors are not working but you
can manually open and close the door? OR, are you unable to open the door at all? All parts
were purchased via the link you recommended. Also purchased the extra door panel mounting
studs as you suggested might happen, two of my studs broke off when I pulled off the door
trim. The repair process you posted for both component replacements was spot on, with the
most valuable elements being what not to do and what to look for in swapping out the new
cable cam structure. However, had you not mentioned it, I would have assumed the factory part
the white retaining clip was still firmly in place would have prevented this slight unspooling.
Given the input proffered by others on the difficulty and solutions in removing the two retaining
screws from the locking actuator, I deployed a wood burning iron to the heads of these screws.
Of course the power of your iron will determine the needed duration of contact, but for me, two
initial minutes slightly loosened the screws one and a half turns. However, it was a slow
process for as soon as the screw cooled it locked again. Took me three iron heating
applications thirty seconds per re-heating application before I could use a pair of pliers to
unscrew the remaining length of the screw. I also took your advice and purchased the Toyota
screws with the actuator by the time I was done both original screw heads were almost striped.
Thank you so much for the comments and feedback Larry, you are so welcome. Good work on
the repairs! Thanks John! My mechanic said the motor was dead and in order to use the door he
would have to cut the cables. Thank you so much for your advice! Typically the cables either
break outright or they fray and then the motor has difficulty pulling the frayed cables through
the conduit. I had my door get stuck and it was only the cables. I have never heard a confirmed
case of the motor going bad though. And by half way open you mean it slid half way where you
could squeeze out the door but did not slide all the way to the place where it latches open,
correct? This article is about replacing the assembly that unlatches the door and it does contain
a motor that does go bad but you would be able to open your door by pulling the inside or
outside handle and the door would operate correctly when manually unlatched. Thank you
John! Motor was indeed working fine, cables were a tangled mess though. The repair took
hours but your instructions were excellent. Our door is sliding beautifully! Suzie, that is great to
hear. Good job on the repair. Hi John, I need to replace my motor as well as my cables we cut
them to make the door manual once the motor broke. How are you sure that the door lock
release motor is bad? When you open your doors by pushing a button inside the van or with the
remote, the first thing that happens is that the door lock release motor releases the door latches
for opening. Then the sliding door motor opens the door via the cables. If the cables are broken
then nothing happens when you try remotely opening the door but that is the case whether or
not the door lock release motor is bad or not. Once you get your inner door panel off you can
use your remote and push the button and compare it to my videos embedded in this article to
see that the door lock release motor is working or not. If you are certain they BOTH need
replaced you ought to do them at the same time since you must do nearly all the work for
replacing the door lock release motor when you replace the sliding door cable assembly. I hope
this helps. BTW: I corrected your typo in your comment so I just deleted your subsequent
comment noting the typo. I used a heat gun on high setting to heat up the loctite screws in step
This melted the loctite in seconds and the screws came out very smoothly. Just a small thing,
but step 19a : reinstall the side trim board cover. Screw the window opener bit back in to the
cover, then push the piece back in and screw back in the two side screws. Justin, thank you for
taking the time to say thanks, for the feedback so I can continue to improve my tutorials, and for
the compliments, I really appreciate it. I will add the tips you have shared. Justin, and now I see
what you were pointing outâ€”my last step was missing. Thank you, I tried editing that page on
my iPad and it deleted part of the article, including the endâ€”thank you for pointing that out, I
have re-added that final step. Hey John, Great tutorial! I recommend only extreme tinkerers with
lots of time on their hands use the aftermarket parts. After the Cable Assembly replacement the
door operates perfectly using the door handles. Alas, I have had the same exact symptoms as
you did with the Slide Door Lock Release Motor Assembly for several months before my cable
broke. My wife took the Sienna in to the Toyota dealer before the cable broke and they
diagnosed the problem as a solenoid. Is there a solenoid included in the Slide Door Lock Motor
Assembly, or was that just their stock answer? There is no solenoid in the Sienna sliding door.
The door latch is actuated by an electric motor that has its own little gear box. This is the repair
I wrote about here: How to Replace Sienna Slide Door Lock Release Motor Assy A solenoid is
an electro-magnetic actuated rod that slides in and out based on whether the solenoid is
energized. I took my door latch part apart to evaluate it when it broke so I know it is just a
motor. Good work and thanks for the comments and questions. Let me know if anything else
comes up. John â€” thanks for your guidance and patience. I have repaired my sliding power
door that would open but only close manually. My voltage test showed power was being

supplied to the lock release, but it would not allow the door to close. I used my soldering gun to
heat the screws to about F. When I saw some smoke coming from the screw I guessed that the
heat had melted the Loctite and tried to turn the screw. It turned so easily it seemed to be
lubricated. The second screw also turned easily after heating. Thank you for all of your blogs.
You are so welcome Joe, thanks for sharing. John â€” I am waiting on the lock actuator
assembly and have done some thinking about the difficulty you encountered removing the
screws that hold the assembly. I have NOT tried this yet but am planning on trying it when I
tackle the repair. Since the assembly will be discarded after removal, I believe most of the risk
will be avoiding burns in the tight working area. I will give you an update after I try it. The
replacement part comes with new phillips-headed bolts if that is what you are concerned with.
Please check back in and let us all know how it went. Thanks for the quick reply and the info. I
went back to your blog and found the part number that you documented. Sorry for the over
sight. I will give you an update after I test and hopefully repair the problem. I also will share
some other info about Toyota parts alternatives and a repair service I used at a substantial
savings for my Map DVD drive. I appreciate your thorough approach and your explanation of the
reasons. Your pictures and videos are outstanding and they give me the confidence to do this.
My question is: My Sienna right sliding door will open using any button, fob or handle with the
window up or down. I am waiting on the replacement clips before I pull the panel. I plan to check
the voltage at the connector to see if the motor assembly has failed and will proceed with the
replacement if it has. My uncertainty is because the door opens normally. One other question:
Do I need the Toyota part number for the screws that were ground off or a simple description to
get them from the hardware store. Joe, thanks for your feedback and questions. When you use
the physical handle on the inside or outside, the handle pulls a cable that physically unlatches
the door so the door can open or close. When you remove the inner panel of your door you can
test this theory by pushing your remote and seeing your motor try to unlatch it but will fail. Dear
John: Thanks a millionâ€¦my repair went great. I also needed an extension as well to reach in
there. Then I used a set of pliers to turn the remainder of the screw out. Thanks again for your
helpâ€¦I could not have done it without you. Having a magnetic socket would definitely be a
handy tool to have when removing those window bolts! How to repair a Toyota Sienna Power
Sliding Door that will not open or close using the remote. I can vouch that they would not
unscrew for me either. It is located below and toward the rear of the vehicle from the inside door
handle and is circled in red below: Right door: Location of the slide door lock release motor
assembly Right door: diagram and location of door lock release motor assembly. Step 5:
Troubleshooting the slide door lock release motor assembly. DO NOT remove any of the bolts
on the inside of the pan, only the ones around the edge as seen in the diagram: Bolt locations of
the internal access panelâ€”note this is for the left door In real life, circled in red are the 9 bolts
you must remove:. Even the time I had to pry it away I was able to do it with my fingers. You are
not going to move the panel far from the door because it will still be attached to various other
cables. This is what it will look like with the electrical connector released:. First locate the blue
connector snap and rotate it counter clockwise to unsnap it from the motor:. Pull the rod
straight out of the blue plastic piece to release the motor from the control rod:. Tip: These
screws were almost impossible for me to remove as you can read below. One reader, Justin,
generously shared a tip in the comments that I would like to insert here, which may make this
step much easier for you: Use a heat gun to heat up the screw and loctite on the threads and the
screw will easily come out. Looking down from the top here are where they are located, on
either side of the round indention in the black metal access panel:. You can try to unscrew
these but I was not able to. After this repair I contacted my Metro-Toyota. Even after cutting a
slot in the head they still would not come out, because the nut end turned with the bolt that is
imbedded in the plastic. I tried to hold the other end still, first with a vice grip, then with a flat
screw driver, and then with a chisel:. So after failing to be able to hold the other ends still with a
vice grip and a chisel, I took my Dremel tool to the other side as well:. Finally, after that I was
able to remove both screws and the door lock release motor assembly came free:. The new part
comes with the control rod so you can use the old one or the new one. I used the new one.
Insert the end of the rod into the blue plastic piece. This is what you should have:. Now rotate
the pink plastic piece in a clockwise rotation to snap it on to the horizontal part of the rod. If you
cannot rotate it around then pull the rod out, re-locate the blue plastic piece and then try again.
This is what it will look like when it is properly locked in place:. The electrical connector just
slides on towards the rear of the van. At this point you should be able to test the door by
pressing the button on the remote or any of the other buttons on the van. Here is a video of
mine after the repair:. Before you go to put it on make sure all the clips are in place and not
broken. There are 10 of them and as you can see from the image below, I have had to replace
the bottom two the blue ones. Make sure there are no clips still stuck into the metal body of the

sliding door of the van:. Make sure that both clips are in place before snapping it in they could
have stayed on the body of the van when you removed it :. Make sure the clips are in place. The
window garnish reinstalled. Good work. Tags from the story. Thanks again. Hi Jone, What a
great guide you have here. Do you think I should still go on for the fix or search for some other
causes? The key fob and driver buttons work fine thoughâ€¦ Any ideas? John, I just read your
instructions for this repair. Hi John, I inadvertently posted my comment above in the wrong
repair. You can delete this comment from this repair if necessary. The part number for the clip is
Thanks again for the excellent write-up! Part Number Sorry for the duplicates replies, could you
please remove them. And thanks for the wonderful work you are doing to help so many people
everywhere! Thank you for your fine work. I love questions and comments and respond to all.
Please make sure to check the "Notify me of new comments via email" box below before
clicking "Post Comment" to be notified when you receive a response. If you do not have an
approved comment already, your comment will not show up until personally approved by me no
spam on Share Your Repair! Cancel reply. More Stories. Search for: Search. Slide door window
garnish as seen in the shop manual shown as the left door view. A wide angle view of the slide
door window garnish, circled in red:. Left Door: Location of the slide door window garnish. Left
Door: Slide door window garnish plug unsnapped. Slide door window garnish plug removed.
Left Door: Removing the slide door window garnish. Clip location on the slide door window
garnish. Left Door: This clip stayed on the door. Side trim board cover i. Left Door: Screw
locations on the side trim board cover. Left Door: Remove the two screws from the window
switch. Sliding door manual button in manual modeâ€”pushed in. Left Door: The side door trim
board sub-assembly and the one screw on the lower edge toward the rear of the van. Right
Door: The single screw on the side door panel located on the lower rear edge, as seen from
floor level with the door open. Left Door: Side door trim board sub-assembly clip diagram note:
this diagram is for the left door. Right Door: Popping the panel free by pulling on the cup holder.
Left door: Popping free the rear edge of the interior panel. Right door: Location of the slide door
lock release motor assembly. Right door: diagram and location of door lock release motor
assembly. Bolt Locations these are the ends sticking out on the side we can easily get to. Right
Door: Window bolt access hole plug locations. You can line up the window bolts with the holes
for much easier removal. A single piece of packing tape held the window up nicely. Bolt
locations of the internal access panelâ€”note this is for the left door. Left Door: 9 bolt locations
on the internal access panel. One of the grounds taped in place because I have bad memory.
Release the electrical connector from the van and release the cable from its clip to give yourself
room. Push down as shown to unsnap the plastic retainer from the connector rod. The blue
plastic piece has been rotated counter-clockwise and unsnapped from the rod. Here the control
arm has been disconnected from the motor assembly. Right Door: The two screws holding the
slide door lock release motor assembly onto the access panel. Here I have used a cutting disk
on my Dremel tool to make a slot for a flat-head screw driver. Right: I used my Dremel to flatten
one side and then wedged a screw driver in there to attempt to hold it still, to no avail. Right
Door: Slide door lock release motor assembly removed, finally! It helps a lot to have the right
tools and my stubby phillips-head screw driver comes in handy on this step. Insert the end of
the new control rod into the pink plastic piece like this. Right Door: Reconnect the slide door
lock release motor assembly wiring connector. Location of the 10 clips on the back side of the
sliding door panel. Use a screwdriver to remove any clips that did not come out with the door
panel. Line the snaps up with the holes before pressing or banging on the door panel to snap
back together. Left Door: Reinstalling the lower screw. A note about the main part you need for
this repair. Now that part is discontinued and you must buy the assembly of the cables AND the
motor together. I have all those part numbers listed below. There is a cheaper after-market part
out there that only replaces the cables, but requires you to re-use your old spool and very
careful winding of the cables onto that spool. I have not installed the cheap aftermarket part but
did get this feedback from one user, who did:. The plastic cable coating failed, and ultimately
cross tangled on the spool leading to the cable snapping. I recommend you do the repair
correctly, with good parts , the first time, and you will be able to enjoy your powered sliding
doors for the remainder of the life of your van. Read on to hear about all the people who
successfully followed my guide, repaired their Sienna, and saved a lot of moneyâ€¦. I walk you
through the entire repair including reassembly , step-by-step, with lots of pictures. I have had
men, women, those as young as 14 and as old as 80, all successfully repair their Sienna with my
tutorial. Also be sure to check out the nearly comments at the bottom of the article as well.
These instructions prepared me for everything. But now it works perfectly. Thanks again for
your explicit instructions and photos. I would never have attempted this without them. Thank
you so much John! With the help of your excellent tutorial, my fourteen year old son with a little
help from Mom was able to fix the sliding door on our Sienna. These instructions were fantastic.

I was able to complete the repair with no issues in about 3 hours. I followed the directions listed
and the repair went smoothly beyond my expectations. I consider myself a competent home
mechanic, but I was a bit daunted by the prospect of this repair. Your instructions were amazing
and made it possible for an amateur like me to complete the job! Thank you for saving me so
much money in labor costs!! I consider myself pretty savvy and was ready to tackle this but this
gave me a lot more confidence to even feel like I could do this. It was only possible due to your
awesome step by step instructions. I work in the auto industry and we make good operator
instructionsâ€”your instructions taught me on how to make great work instructions. Thank You.
Feels like I can disassemble and rebuild the entire minivan if you make instructionsâ€¦just
kidding! Thanks again! John, you rock. Thank you so much for all this work and these
incredible instructions and pictures. Even down to the electrical tape on the socket to remove
the window bolts. Just awesome. Thank you. The dealer told me the cable motor needed to be
replaced, but the motor was fine. Still works great! Thank you so much! I just finished replacing
the cables on the left hand side of my Sienna. You Rock! Not a single hitch. Even used your
electrical tape trick. Worked like magic. Thanks for saving me a grand! I want to say thank you
for such detailed steps in this article. Y our attention to detail and many photos â€¦ make it
possible for us DIYers to fix the problem and save a lot of money. Many thanks! So, if you have
a Sienna and the dealership is trying to tell you that this part and procedure will not work, they
are wrong. Thanks again John!! Fantastic Website! Easy to follow â€” I had no issuesâ€¦ Way
better than any manual. Huge help. Thanks a lot! Amazing instructions! John, thanks for the
help. Got the door cable replaced without any significant issues, and your fabulous guide
anticipated every wrinkle and question I encountered. I have been asked many times how long it
takes to do my repairs but that is difficult because I take literally HUNDREDS of pictures during
these repairs for my radiator replacement repair and thermostat change , I took over pictures so
I could make sure to have every angle necessary for the instructions. I have heard reports from
readers for anywhere from hours for this repair the first time. Give yourself plenty of time, print
this article off or have it on your laptop or tablet handy, and check off the steps one-by-one, and
you can do this repair on a Saturday afternoon and save yourself a ton of money and feel great
about repairing your own vehicle. The cable on the power sliding door of our Toyota Sienna XLE
had been fraying and making a clicking noise whenever the door would open and I had just
been trimming the fraying wires from the cable. We had some really cold weather and the force
required to open the door exceeded the remaining strength of the fraying cable and it snapped.
That in turn rendered our sliding door inoperable. It turns out that the motor reeled in the entire
remaining cable and it wound around the drive pulley and filled up the plastic housing,
shattering it, and then the cable wrapping around the shaft forced the pulley off and this is what
I was left with right door when I removed the inner door panel:. And the plastic case that once
housed the cable pulley note: this part comes assembled on the new part so you can throw it
away :. The problem is that these cables are coated in plastic and the coating wears off, the
cables rust and then fray, and then they break. These motors are very robust and the weak link
is the cable and the pulley housing. All you need is the cable assembly I have linked at the top
of this page. Question: Can I clip off the broken cables? People have asked me questions about
where to cut the cables so they can operate their door manually until they get the parts they
need to do the repair. Life must go on and you need to use that door, even when the cables are
broken. Also, when other steps are referred to in the article or comments you can click on the
link to jump directly to that step. Take out the middle-row seat on the side of the sliding door
you are working on to give yourself some room inside the van. This is the black plastic piece
that wraps the lower rear corner of the window opening. If you are looking at the shop manual
picture below it is a bit misleading because the image shown is the view from the outside with
the window removed and in your situation the window will completely cover it up. Lower the
window as far down as it will go and pry out the center of the plastic plug in the middle of the
clip and then the entire clip will come outâ€”make sure not to lose the center of the clip. This
piece is held in place by a two-piece plug. First use a thin flat screwdriver to lift out the center of
the plug as seen below:. Once you have popped out the center of the plug as seen above then
you can take a flat head screwdriver and pull the plug completely out. One thing to note is that
there are two metal clips that are supposed to stay on the plastic window garnish but may
remain on the door or fall off. Place the clips back on the garnish as seen below:. There are 2
screws on the front edge of the door so you MUST be able to get the door open to remove it. At
first I was not able to get my door opened but by playing around with pulling the handle on the
inside while pushing out on the door front and back of door I was able to get it to open. The
window switch is retained by the electrical wiring running to the power window switch. Simply
remove the switch from the cover by removing the two Phillips head screws. Reinstall the
screws into the trim board cover so you can keep track of them. Here are the switch screw

locations:. Note: At some point you will either want to disconnect the positive battery terminal
from your battery or, an easier route, by simply put the sliding doors in manual mode so you
can manually open and close your sliding door as needed to complete the repair. It has a 8-mm
nut head on it. I suggest using a socket to remove it. Here is the diagram of the clips indicated
by dotted triangles. The first time I did this repair I wrapped a large flat screwdriver with
electrical tape and used it to pry up the panel, working my way around the edge. You can also
pop the inner door panel free by pulling on the cup holder like I did the second time I did this
repair as seen below:. Once you have the interior trim removed you can determine the part you
need to order. Please refer to the parts links up at the top of the article. I left my door with the
inside trim off except for removing the power window switch from the side trim board cover so I
could leave it hooked up to the wiring just in case I needed to roll down the window. You could
wait to do this until the new part comes but I did it right away, while it was still attached to the
door. It was nice to be able to install the motor into the new part in the comfort of my workshop
and not out in the van. I removed the motor when I did this repair on both sides. To do so you
must first unclip the electrical connector. One side of the connector is mounted on a metal tab,
the black object that is shown in the picture below:. They have mm heads on them. In the
picture below I have their locations circled in red, but I had already removed them when I took
this picture. The left motor did not have ground screws. Be VERY careful to keep the spool up
inside the black plastic cover as you do not want the cable coming off the spoolâ€”each end is
wound around the spool the exact number of times, in the correct direction, and cannot be off
by even one loop. Just be careful when handling it:. The nuts are 10mm. The motor bolted in
place on the new cable assembly:. You will botch your entire installation if you mess this up!
Special thanks to Richard, who shared this pictures with me. Before you install the cable onto
the motor you must make sure none of the cable is coming out from under the plastic cover
around the pulley. This may have happened in shipping or when you were handling the part. If
the cable is coming out, you will see something like this:. Alternatively, one reader suggested
that it was helpful to have a second person pulling both cables while they pushed the pulley
downâ€”if you have a second person handy, that may be easier. Regardless if you do it alone or
with a helper, that exposed loop of cable MUST NOT come off the pulley but must be wrapped
back onto the pulley. The cable must be tightly wrapped around the pulley and all of it must be
inside the cover or you will ruin the entire part when you try opening your door. If you are
unable to get the cable to go back onto the pulley and inside the plastic cover, which holds it all
together, do not go any further and give Toyotapart. Place the cable pulley on the motor shaft
like this leaving the plastic clip in place to hold it in the cover:. Once you have placed the pulley
down on the shaft as far as it will go you can remove the plastic clip. Below you can see the
collars slipped down into the plastic holes of the actuator cover:. The middle bolt is long and
the two outside ones are short. Here is the newly re-assembled part right door :. Now that you
have a refurbished part you can reinstall it back into your van. The black rectangular box that
the cable terminates in houses a spring that supplies tension to the cable. Important: The
rubber skirt at the bottom of this piece is attached to the trim so make sure to pry BELOW the
skirt against the body of the van. This covers up the rear cable tensioner. In order to pop this
cover off you need to take your tape-wrapped flat-head screwdriver and pry up on it. The
second time I did this repair the rubber skirt on the bottom of this part came off. I cleaned the
adhesive off the skirt and the plastic trim piece and re-adhered the skirt to the trim. It actually
turned out well:. It would be possible to just unclip the cable tensioner from the bracket but I
think this one is easier to do if you just completely remove the bracket from the van. It will be
easier when you are re-assembling to have the bracket removed too. On my Sienna, they were
connected with two Torx head bolts. Once you have the bracket off you can gently pry off the
old tensioner with a pocket knife or a flat-head screwdriver. I gently lifted up the lower front
edge to test what adhesive still held at this point. Be careful not to lift up the top half too much
because it is still being held in place by the two snaps. Tip: that piece of foam you can see
wedged between the rear edge of the door and the window channel may fall down into the door.
This is necessary for completely removing the window. Important: Do not remove the bottom
nut, only loosen it half way! Remove the top two bolts:. Reader Ronald P. After removing the
window, he put the piece back in its place until the window reinstallation. Thanks Ron! Remove
these two plugs and then adjust the window height so you have the window bolts centered on
the holes:. Caution: Be careful not to drop the bolts down into the door when you are removing
them!! The second time I did this repair I actually did drop the left bolt down into the door frame.
A trick I figured out when doing another repair on this door is to put some electrical tape up and
over the edge of the socket so that the socket fits tighter over the bolt and then the bolt will stay
in the socket:. Once you have removed these two bolts you can lift the window up and out of the
door. Be careful not to break the window by bumping the edge on concrete, etc once you have it

removed from the van. One reader, RobDS, mentioned that by removing the window trim it made
it much easier to remove the window. To remove the lower window trim there is one screw on
the back end and then the trim piece is held in place by friction tabs. One thing to note is that
there is a pin that sticks out of the top of the pan and into the van door and you do not need to
remove this. Once I removed the bolts the rubber gasket holds the pan in place. I needed to use
a flat-head screw driver to break it free. The image below only shows one bolt on the top but
note the two paths of dotted lines going down into the assembly to indicate the two bolts on
top. This will give you access so you can unclip the cables and then guide the old cable system
out and then new one in. In real life, circled in red are the 9 bolts you must remove:. On the right
door, which had ground wires attached to bolts, I taped the grounds in place so that I would
remember to re-connect them:. Take note that the ground bolts are longer:. You will need to pry
the panel away from the door because there is a foam gasket that makes it stick to the door. I
was able to do this with my fingers though. You are not going to move the panel far from the
door because it will still be attached to various other cables. The view from the top of the cable
clips on left door :. One reader reported that they accidentally broke one of these clips. This
takes a little trickery and playing around with the assembly to get it to go through. It takes a
little wiggling around to get the cable assembly out of the door. In my experience they tend to
catch on the bottom of the pulley. Reader RobDS mentioned that disconnecting the wiring
harness from the other cables made this step easier. Mental note, here is a picture of which
cable goes in front of the other:. Make sure to feed the cables down through this hole before
completely feeding the pulleys up and into place. One reader forgot to do this crucial step and it
scraped up his cables. Make sure to run the ends of the cables through the hole pictured above
before going forward with the repair. It was still a challenge to line up the holes, but pulling the
door shut more made it easier. Make sure the plastic dust shield is clipped in place. Here is a
picture, compliments of reader George M, which shows the dust shield properly clipped in
place:. Start by just inserting the bolts but not tightening until you have started all three bolts. I
started the lower one first:. If you are working on the right door, make sure that the lower left
one includes the ground from the motor:. This is what it should look like going back in:. Make
sure not to drop the bolts down into the door when you are re-bolting the window in place. Put
the tape on as seen above and insert the bolt head into the socket as seen below and make sure
it fits tight and does not fall out:. Also, check the front and back rubber window track once you
have reinstalled the window. I re-assembled my door and forgotâ€”ugh. Reinstall the two
window channel bolts and then tighten the lower bolt. Slide the moulding down over the top two
clips and then reinstall the Phillips head screw. I tried installing the rear one first but was forced
to backtrack. DO NOT proceed unless this black piece is in tact. Here is a picture he provided
with the broken bracket and the other side where the bracket was in tact:. Here is a link to order
the part if yours is broken: Slide Door Bracket. This will take up any slack in the system. The
cables must be wound around the pulley the correct amount of times as they are wrapped in the
factory for this system to work correctly. With much thanks to one of my readers, Slava S, I
have the following solution for if you have one or more slack cables at this point. Only complete
Step 34b if you have slack in one or both of your cables at this point:. I had to play around with
this quite a bit to get it to stay. I accidentally discovered mine was working fine after I hooked
up the motor and had already connected the cable ends. In my case I was inside the van and I
pulled the handle and it opened right up. I understand that there can be issues with the
computer remembering where the start and end is of the door closing so you may need to
disconnect the battery and then close the door and then re-connect the battery to overcome this
issue but I did not have any problems with the microcomputer in the door knowing where fully
closed or fully opened were when I fixed either of my doors. Will your door not quite open fully?
Close the window and the door will open all the way. Same as when you took it apart but
reverse of course. Make sure there are no clips still stuck into the metal body of the sliding door
of the van and make sure the clips are seated all the way into their slot on the trim before you
try snapping it back on the van. I ordered a package of 25 of these retainer clips from amazon.
In order to put the interior trim panel on the door you need the sliding door partially open. If you
have successfully repaired the power door cables at this point you will be stuck with it wanting
to be all the way open or all the way closed. Never-the-less, I power cycled my van by
disconnecting the battery each time I did this repair and everything worked great after I reset all
my radio pre-sets. You can also simply turn off the sliding doors by pressing the button by the
left knee of the driver:. Hang the top of the interior trim on the top edge of the doorâ€”it should
fit snug against the window. Look along the edge of the trim to see that the snaps are lining up
with their holes and then start snapping the trim on the metal door frame. Make sure that both
clips are in place before snapping it in they could have stayed on the body of the van when you
removed it :. Also, make sure to check the box so you are notified when you get a response.

Thanks, John. This means if you click on an affiliate link and purchase the item, I will receive an
affiliate commission. The price of the item is the same whether it is an affiliate link or not.
Regardless, I only recommend products or services I believe will add value to Share Your
Repair readers. By using the affiliate links, you are helping support Share Your Repair, and I
genuinely appreciate your support. I bought the kit from Toyota, so it should be made correctly.
I am not sure what to do. One thing, when I was putting the spool on the motor shaft, the cover
came off the spool for a second, but he cable did not come off. When I had it together I was able
to pull the two ends of the cable freely back and forth with no binding. Do you think I messed
something up when the cover came off the spool? I would first make sure the cables are not
twisted when they come out of the door hinge in step 24 and step This I where one goes to the
front and the other goes to the back. Thank you so much for this tutorial! It was really helpful
and if I had only had the YouTube videos helpful, but not nearly as detailed as this was I think I
would have messed things up. Lots of work put into this tutorial. Thanks to this tutorial this
repair is made quite easy to perform. Thank you John Mueller. John, my Sienna with , miles is a
great car. The door cable broke and I had time on my hands. I bought a cheap replacement and
with your excellent and detailed instructions, I got it done in hours. Works great and no left over
parts. My old cable was wrapped around the gear and looked like the picture you have posted.
The pictures were very helpful. Much appreciated. Hello John, I was reviewing your tutorial and I
believe it will help me repair our Toyota sliding door with a broken drive cable. I have just one
big problem, I can not open the door manually. The door latches appear to be jammed and will
not allow the door to be opened. Not sure how to get the door opened to complete the other
needed repair. I have found the cables that go to the latch releases and they appear to be going
the correct amount of travel, but the door still will not release? Hi John Just a thank you for all
the details you incorporate into your post. I went the cheap route and got the set-up without the
motor or pre wound pulley. The instructions that came with the unit were less than stellar and
took me a little while to figure out which cable was wrapped on the bottom and which was on
top. There seem to be a couple of differences between the left and right side parts. All said and
done the door works as it should. Excellent guide, the definitive guide anywhere! I have a ,
replaced passenger side in and had to do the same thing on the drivers side I have to say that
steps were the hardest parts. Getting that door pulley piece down and out the door and then
having to finagle that thing back up mounted correctly was a pain. In my research, this site has
the lowest price for the OEM part. Repair completed in about 3 hours, instructions were great. It
helped that I had taken the door apart a few times before to fix the door lock actuators. Hoping I
never have to open it again! Hello John, what a great site. On the previous jobs, I was
successfully able to remove both the main door panel and the inner attachment panel without
taking out the window glass by lowering the window partially, taping the glass up into place and
then disconnecting the regulator from the window glass with the window hanging in place. That
seems like it would save a lot of steps removing the outer door trim to get the glass out. Do you
think I would still have room to route the new cables if I tried this method? Mike, I have used
that technique of taping the window in the closed position on another repair I detail on this
website, replacing the door latch motor link below , but in this repair, when performing Step 22,
removal of the cable assembly from the door and reinstallation of the new cable assembly you
really need to get your hands right in the space occupied by the window. I removed the window
both times I did this repair. This one is much better. Leave yourself time and plan on working it
straight through. Hey John. Great instructions. I completed the repair on my drivers side door
for my Sienna in a leisurely 4 hours. Mine was just like yours in that the actuator cover blew up.
Re-installing the motor to the assembly was easy. The one issue I ran into was because of rust.
In Step 16, the bottom nut for the rear channel track for the window was rusty. Even after
soaking in some WD, it still managed to break quite easily. As a result, the track fell to the
bottom of the door. I easily fished it out with a coat hanger because it has a hole in the top to
hook into. To hold the track in place but allow flexibility when re-installing the window, I used
duct tape. That worked well and I removed the tape when done. It now has the top bolt holding it
in place and the nub of the bottom bolt I sealed up with silicone to prevent water getting in. Duct
tape also works as a great cable holder for the ones that inevitably break. Mel, that rivet is just a
post that fits into a hole in the van door. If you have removed the 4 bolts you should be able to
just use a flat head screwdriver and pry the pan free. It aids in lining up the part in the opening. I
agree Johnâ€¦. The time saved in just installing the entire assembly, along with the likely quietly
fixed bugs by Toyota, was worth it to me. Thanks again for your help! John may have more
wisdom, but this happened to me. If its the motor, deactivate the automated door using the dash
button and cut the cable at both ends. Should operate as a manual door until the fix. I love how
the community here is helping each other outâ€”thanks Charles. In all the hundreds of people
who have repaired their Sienna sliding doors I cannot recall a single bad motor. The motor is

one of the strongest parts in the sliding door system so it is much more likely that a weaker
part, like the failure prone braided cables which is what has brought us all together on this
article are failing. In this case I would assume they are unraveling to the point they will no
longer slide through the routing tubing-fixing them in place. Removing it gives you access to
the cables at the front of the door. If you pull on the right one you will most likely release
whatever is causing it to be stuck. Of course it could just be the rollers at top or bottom of the
door need cleaning and lube. Hi John, My door is frozen half open. It will not budge to open or
close. For the last few months it has needed assistance closing all the way. Can you help? It is
difficult to recommend exactly what to do without knowing more information or having looked
at the van myself. With the door open it does seem likely you could get the inner door panel off.
Let us all know how it turns out. Hi John. We had both side doors stop working within weeks of
each other this past summer. One minor suggestion for the instructions. It is quite easy to
remove, so wanted to provide my experience. Thanks for the feedback Robert. Can you please
give some tips on how that lower exterior window gasket comes off and what it takes to reinstall
it? Thank you so much for your excellent instructions! The cables on both rear doors of my
Sienna recently both snapped within a couple of weeks of each other. The door that would only
open a couple of inches was more difficult to work with â€” especially to get at the screw on the
lower rear corner of the door panel â€” but it was doable. I removed the motor and loose cable
from both doors and closed everything back up. The first door took me a few hours â€” mostly
figuring out how to get that screw that I could barely reach. The second door took me about a
half hour. These instructions walked me through everything I needed to know. The pictures
were so helpful! These Plastic tabs are easy to replace. You may reclaim it from your old wires
that broke, usually plastic clips are intact after wire breaks off. Worst case you may pick it from
a local junk yard possibly? If they are available, I believe they may help me to fix my problem.
We tried replacing the cable, but the cable coating sheared off. A few weeks ago the right door
cable snapped on my Sienna. I did a little research and found your site. I bought a set of right
and left cable replacements on eBay. Anyhow, I tackled the recently broken one first. I simply
kept my phone right next to me for to reference this article. It took me 3 hours, and darkness
fell, but it worked. I got the door working. It was my first time attempting a repair like this.
Yesterday, I went to do the left door. I was able to complete the repair in much less time, and I
felt confident in doing it. Will removing the cable and spool and stop the door from operating
like a normal manual door until the replacement parts can be purchased? I would disconnect
the wiring harness from the motor. This task is described in Step 4. You could then just leave
the inner door panel off and operate it that way, or put the door panel back on. The door will still
be connected to the cables, which will make it difficult to open and close the door. After even
more reading it looks like these hinges commonly start to sag over time, with some people
saying their cables started to go bad after the sagging became more pronounced. So if anyone
is also experiencing it, here are the part numbers for the center hinge: Left side: ; right side:
Here is a link to an instructional video someone made on how to install them. Thanks for
sharing Shami. What likely happens is that the sagging hinges cause more resistance to the
doors opening and closing and that extra tension on the cables causes them to wear faster and
more prone to fail. For us it was the winter and ice on the door, but the result is the same. There
are some good videos on YouTube, and luckily the repair is pretty straight forward. The door is
slightly sagging causing it to hit early on closing. Just used your tutorial and fixed our 05
sienna. Thanks for the write up! Any idea of this might be? The auto door works fine opening
and closing, but right before it latches closes you hear and can feel it hit something. Finally, I
would look at the door latch on the rear edge of the doo on the door gram side. Is it possibly in
the closed position when it should be open? Normal car hinges doors can have this happen. Hi
Johnâ€¦. Studying the steps and tips before doing anything made the job go well approx 4 hrs
without rushing. The only mistake I made was not ordering the cable clips. One of mine was
broken but I was able to cheat it with cable ties. One questionâ€¦. Has anyone run into problems
by just re-installing without some new foam tape or adhesive? Thanks again for your great info.
Thanks for leaving a note Charles. The new panel comes with an adhesive strip which you pull
the backing off of it after you install it. Thank you so much for the detailed process! I had to
reset my computer. I required a boost to get it going. Can you check YouTube link or do
somehow so that I can watch video clips? Dear John, My husband and I just repaired the power
door on our Sienna. Thank you so very much for this detailed and thorough tutorial. We have
never done any work of this type before, but your help and encouragement, and the
encouragement and shared experiences in the comments, gave us the needed confidence. It
took us two about 4 hours. In addition to reading your instructions, we also watched a few
tutorials on YouTube that show this repair for some reason we were not able to play the video
clips on this site. The most dreaded part for me was lifting out the window, but it was

surprisingly easy. That made it easier to keep track of all these small parts. We would like thank
you again so very much for having this tutorial available, and encourage all those who consider
this repair to give it a shot! You can do it!! We did not use any special trim removal tools. We
did, however, use your trick with the electrical tape and recommend that to all. We found that a
paint can opener did a nice job removing clips from their holes. Good luck to everyone! I have
done this repair twice and can confirm that the part numbers given by John are correct. I can
also confirm that, unfortunately, some Toyota Dealers have incorrect information regarding this
part. Hi, Thank you for sharing this thorough repair job!! My question is on the parts. You have
listed part number as the replacement part. He said the part, does not include the cable, to get
the cable I have to buy the whole motor assembly. Can you help square things up for me??
What part do I need to order to replace the broken siding door cable on my Toyota Sienna??
Thank you so much for your help!! Nathaniel, you are welcome. The Toyota Owners Parts
website lists the part correctly under that part number link here and shows it correctly on the
parts diagram:. Excellent instructions,very detailed, accurate, and helpful. As a manufacturing
engineer for an aerospace firm, I had to write assembly instruction. This was on par with what
my peers and I created. If I did not have all the steps, I probably would have tried to route the
cable without taking the window out, plus some of the mouldings. One note: My cable failed
from a rusted, frozen pulley Thanks New York winters! So I sprayed some silicone on the
opposite side cable to prolong its life. Hi, I am attempting to fix my broken cable on my Sienna
after 15 years. I had to try twice and finally quit for the day after realizing the black cable was
too short. I then found this page and what a life saver this is. I was able to figure it out but
somehow both the tensioners broke. Is there a place I can get just the black and white
tensioners from? Maybe a link. I am seriously hoping I can pull this off and get the van fixed. I
think I am doing it in my sleep now I have watched so many videos and read so much. Yours
was by far the most informative and helpful!!! Thanks so much. Hoping the other door will go
easier when I need to do it! Hi John, This information is so interactive that I have replaced
Power Sliding Door Cable of my Toyota sienna car by myself , simply following this article. The
steps are so accurate and in sequence , anyone whosoever will follow, can do this job easily.
But I did it myself. There were some tricky steps too, But you have explained in such a nice way
that Even I as a non technical guy was able to accomplish this project successfully. Anuj, thank
you very much for the feedbackâ€”I enjoyed it so much I read it to my wife. Great job on fixing
your van and saving your family a bunch of money! I had done this repair 2 years ago using
your guide and everything has been working great since. However, when I reinstalled the lower
trim piece that covers the rear tensioner step 35 , I must not have secured it properly and it
recently fell off and was lost. Any help is greatly appreciated! Thank you for posting the
directions and photos. The back cable broke on my Sienna and I cut the front cable per your
directions to get the door open, I am still looking for the cable assembly but since it costs so
much I plan on tearing it apart to see what the damage is before I order anything. Why does the
window need to be removed? Normally I disconnect the the negative side of the battery to
prevent shorting the battery out against something with the wrench. Disconnecting either
battery post will break the circuit but there is less chance of generating sparks if you work with
the grounded side. Thank you for the great post. Rob, if you look at Step 22 you will notice that
when you remove the old cable assembly, it passes through the area where the window resides.
Let me know if you have any other questions. I finally finished my repair. The most challenging
was Step 22, pulling the assembly through the window. It took me about ten minutes to finally
get it through. Once everything was reassembled, i disconnected the battery. However, when I
clicked the open door button on my remote, nothing happened: not only was the door locked
but the automatic doors were disabled. Make sure these are all set correctly before freaking out.
Now all I need is to sell the part I order by mistake. Thanks so much for the guidance! Thanks
for the great feedback Tonyâ€”I love hearing back about your successful repair jobs. Good work
on persevering and fixing your van! John â€” I have a Toyota Sienna van. Both sliding doors
have stopped working. I need to replace the cables on both the right and left side. I am not sure
if these are the correct parts because this is what the web site says â€”. When I formerly had an
inside connection at a Toyota dealership I would get the newest part numbers and pass them on
to you all and then other dealerships would tell you guys that they were the wrong parts. Make
sure to give them your VIN. I had an issue with the window garnish not going all the way on.
Found that the aftermarket part from Rockauto was configured slightly different right at the
window channel on both the door panel and garnish. Trimmed back the window sweep with tin
snips to fit around new part on door panel, also removed rubber sweep from garnish and
trimmed plastic back to fit it properly. With your excellent and very detailed tutorial, I still found
the repair fairly easy. Good job on working through the quirks of your repair Larryâ€”often,
overcoming some unknown obstacle is the difference between a successful repair and a

half-done repair. What happened to your old window garnish? What an incredible tutorial! I did
this job in about 3 hours. I only had two issues: 1. When putting the rear window channel back
on, I cross-threaded one of the bolts. When testing, the door would only open but not close. I
realized I had forgotten to reconnect a wire harness near the top of the door. Once I did that,
perfecto! Thanks for the feedback Rob. Good work on your repair! I am in the middle of
performing this job. However, I got ridiculously confused about which part to buy. So I bought
the wrong one. Again, this is for the drivers side. Once I receive the correct part, I will post the
details of my experience performing this fix. I have the same problem as Jesse. I replaced both
for cables last year. The full function was short lived. Now the left door only closes and opens
by pulling the handle. I have purchased the door lock motor and will follow your instructions
once the weather and my motivation have improved. My right door however has a different
problem. It tries to close by handle or button but when it gets about a foot from being closed, or
it opeitself back up. Thanks for the question Christine. I would verify that there is not some
obstruction to the door closing. If you had not just replaced the cables I would guess that you
have a fraying cable that was providing resistance to the door. I would verify that there is not
something in the track that the door rolls down. The top track is above the door opening, the
other track is below the back window, as highlighted here: If there is something that causes
resistance to those metal wheels rolling in that track, the door will reverse direction. Let me
know if that helps. Thank you done the repair and it worked. Only problem I ran into is that both
doors does not open or closed when using any of the button. The motor engage and try to close
the door or open but it freezes like the lock mechanism did not engage. Only way to open and
close is by manually opening or closing using the door handle. The inside buttons and keypad
does not allow the door to open or close. It seem to be stuck when fully open and closed after
the lock set in. Any idea? Jesse, that sounds like your door lock release motor is bad. Hi John, I
just wanted to post and thank you for this website. I did my homework and reviewed the steps a
few times before doing the repairs.. Thank you for your postings. Hi again John, I got my door
opening and closing in powered mode. It turns out I could bend a couple of the tabs that hold
the cable ends to the mechanism. This essentially shortens the length of the cable slightly to
make it work. The motor under the red circle you drew makes a feeble attempt to push the lock
arm. I have not been able to find a part number for that motor. Maybe you can help identify it.
Thanks again. Hi John! Well, chalk up another success using your sliding door repair tutorial.
Replaced the right passenger sliding door cable today and it went much smoother than than
last time. I was surprised when I read the quote from me in thereâ€¦ thanks! One minor issue
with my repair â€” sliding window is too tight goes down easy but not up without help , so I
must have not installed the window piece correctly. I believe there are three of them, left, right
and a main one in the center. Trying to keep this sienna going as long as our 16 year old is in
high schoolâ€¦ Thanks again for the great documentation! I had a window issue like that on the
first door I did. As for your HVAC problemsâ€” do you hear clicking behind the glovebox when
your AC tries switching from outdoor air to indoor airâ€”mine is doing that too! I have priced
out some parts and because of budgeting have just been putting it off. Let me know if you
tackle that problem. Thanks for the blog excellent instructions, tried to see any shortcuts but
found none. Just follow it step by step. Did the right side and a couple of days later the left
went. Thanks for the feedback and good work on repairing your Sienna. The second time it is
even easier to do! If I pull on the lever that has the blue cable with green end and the black cable
with white end, then the mechanism releases and I can move the door, either manually or with
the remote or the button on the side of the van. There is no indication of a problem with the
cables that your instructions cover in this article. It seem whatever motor activates the lever
with the green and black cable is not pulling it far enough forward to release the latches. Can
you help with this issue? James, you are going to need to trace the run of each of those cables
from one end to the other to determine where the problem is. Try the different methods of
opening the door, with the inner panel off and work your way through the system to determine
where the problem is. It has been a while! I did finally get the door closed. I finally got back to
working on it today. I had thought about this a lot, but finally acted on it. What I did was pretty
drastic. After pulling the door panel off, I used an angle grinder to cut an opening in the inner
steel panel so I could get at the front latch to see if I could see what was going on. I finally took
the three screws that attach the latch to the door and tried to remove it. Then a big surprise
happened! The door opened! My plan is to go ahead and replace the latch motor and see what
happens. I would really appreciate any ideas. I would be interested to see what you did for the
ramp van conversion. I have a Sienna ramp van and the cable just busted on it. I revisited the
repair. My daughter took one end of the cable and I took the other, and we pulled back and forth
repeatedly. After we did this, I found that I had the perfect amount of slack. Problem solved.
Thanks for sharing Stuart and thanks for persisting and overcoming on your repair. I definitely

performed steps 24 and 25 correctly. Maybe something is snagged in the pulley and doing this
will unstick it. Hi John, Thanks to your tutorial and associated comments, I successfully
completed the repair of the right sliding door on my Toyota Sienna Braun Rampvan. Ironically I
found this site from a web address noted in the comments of one of the cheap cable only repair
kit suppliers that you recommend against. The product arrived the same day and was as
described. The description referenced included installation instructions along with an invitation
to contact them if the instructions were not supplied. There was a one page barely legible 2
sided sheet with some pictures and difficult to understand comments included. Had I purchased
the Toyota part that you recommend, the resulting installation would not have worked. To
accommodate the ramp, Braun modified the cable spool and replaced the rear tensioner with
their own. I will provide pictures and instructions for what I did to make the door open the extra
3 or so inches for the wheelchair ramp. This initial comment is mainly to offer hope for others
with the Braun conversion. I suppose it also serves to warn others that taking it to the dealer
might result in the installation of the unmodified spool with the door not opening far enough,
and the loss of the original modified spool. You will understand once I send the pictures that I
took. A few weeks ago I followed the instructions here and replaced the cables of my
passenger-side sliding door. Took some time, but it worked beautifully. So I ordered the part for
the driver side as indicated on this site. The repair was going great. I anchored the end of the
cable with the black anchor to the inside of the door, I then attempted to anchor the white
anchor to where it is under the rear window and I discovered that there was not enough slack. It
was getting dark and I have no garage, so I had to stop the repair until next weekend when I can
look at it again. But how can this be? Could Toyota have machined the cable length incorrectly?
Could the cable be tangled or crossed inside the pulley? Could the cable have been wound
around the pulley one too many time from the factory? I left that white retainer clip on the pulley
right up until the point I mounted it on the motor. I am afraid to do this because if I becomes
unraveled I might not be able to figure out how to rewind it. Stuart, since it is short, I would
verify you did Step 24 and Step 25 correctly, and if you did, I would contact the people you
purchased the part from. I purchased one of my cables off of ebay and it arrived with the cables
coming off the spool. So I had to re-wind them myself. It was really tricky and I was quite
nervous about getting it right, but I was able to pull it off. So it is possible to rewind those
cables but I would not recommend it. Let us all know what you end up doing to resolve your
issue. The installation was faster than installing Dorman part that required reusing the old
spool. It took me less than 2 hours since I already have a history of installing an after market
part Dorman and removing it 2 weeks later after it broke. Hey thanks. I think opening up the
assembly is not a big deal if you could get through the locktite applied screw which fixes it. That
actuator motor still works fine on mine, but I am really tempted to do a prophylactic replacment
of motors. Thank you for these great instructions! The cable snapped out our Sienna and I
thought for sure it was headed for the dealer. After finding your post I ordered the part and in a
little over 3 hours this weekend got the door back up and running. I never would have have been
able to do this without your step by step instructions. Thank you!! I could hear that clicking
sound very similar to the video you posted on the actuator repair page, but the sound is from
the rear side of the door. Also, from the inside, the cable from the outside door handle to the
rear side of the door was well attached, and functioning. I could find the part number to be , and
it probably has a similar sized motor in it, so if I could take it out, maybe I could just replace the
motor in the plastic housing. The problem of taking out the slide door lock assembly seems to
be a much tougher task though. I have not performed this repair by just replacing the motor. I
have heard of people doing that though. John, thank you so much for taking the time to make
such thorough and reliable directions for so daunting a task. The savings you have given my
family are huge. The sliding door is fixed. John, what a nice bit of feedbackâ€”thank you for
taking the time to drop a note. Good work on persisting and conquering this difficult repair.
Every time you press that button and the door opens on its own you will feel a lot of pride that
you did the repair yourself. Thank you for hosting this website and having the instructions and
photos. I purchased it from the link below. I had my wife helping me hold some assemblies and
helping me put the assembly thru the door.. Luckily I had a magnetic wand to help me get it out.
All of the info on this page was very helpful. I did a right side door. It took me about 4. Hardest
part for me was sneaking the pulley system through the window opening. It is a puzzle. You are
so welcome Robert, thanks for taking the time to share. Good job on repairing your Sienna! I
used your steps for my left driver side sliding door a few months back with great success and
posted to that effect â€” thanks again. Now, on my Sienna the right passenger sliding door is
starting to act funny. Wondering your suggestions â€” do I now have to replace the motor
assembly for it as well? The motor is bad that unlatches the door before it opens or closes. If
you can fix your sliding door cables then this repair will be easy as it follows some of the same

steps. My name is Tae Hoon KIm and have that part you are trying to buy. Last September, i
tried to fix both sides of door cable of Sienna Unfortunately, i failed and ruined my part. From
that time i never tried to fix driver side and have kept that part. If you are interested in my offer,
please give me an email letter to tkim syr. Have a good day! If you are interested in my offer,
please give me an email letter to tkim10 syr. My name is Tae Hoon Kim and I have that same part
you want Last September I tried to fix both sides of my Sienna door. Thus I bought both parts
and I started from passenger side. Unfortunately, I failed to fix passenger side and ruined that
part. From that time I have so depressed and just kept my driver side party intact. If you want, i
can sell that part with much lower price than i bought. And only if you are interested in my offer,
just give me a email letter to peace71k naver. Thanks for sharing. If anyone else finds a spot to
buy the parts let us all know in the comments. I am also searching for this part. I have been told
it is on back order with no date for fulfillment. Thanks for the update. Rock Auto does not sell
the part we have been discussing and I do not recommend buying the aftermarket partial part. IF
you are going to go to all the work to do this repair I recommend buying the Toyota part. I just
wanted to confirm that the part includes the spool and cover with the cable preinstalled around
the spool? I just wanted to double check that the part came with the cable preinstalled on a new
spool? Dorman after market cable broke in 15 days. I knew it was not reliable since the cable
length was not accurate. Such a waste of time, 4 hours to install, then broke in 2 weeks. I
wasted another 2 hours removing it, to put it back in the box to get a refund. I received my
refund from Rock Auto. Now the door is manual since I disconnected the motor and the little
tiny motor near the door handle. I always liked Dorman Products, but this one was a big
disappointment. I have a concern for my door. I remove the cables and the spool from my door
so I can use the door without the wires hanging out or messing the motor up until I order the
part.. I found that when the motor is still connected I can only activate the motor when the door
opens.. What do you think.. The power door system has a position control so it knows where it
is in the processâ€”that system is probably confused since there are no cables. I do not think
you have a bad motor. Once you replace the cables per these instructions it should work fine.
My problem is after the cable broken I could not open the power slide door again, even I push
down the slide door off button. You can accomplish the same thing easier with the help of a
second person to unlatch the door they can do it from the outside while you push, from the
inside, on the leading and lagging ends of the door. My experience was that it took patience to
get the components out I. I left the protective white cover on because I was paranoid about
damaging the part during this step. I have it off just needed to pull it really. How do i get the old
cables through the holes the white plastic thing seems to block that. Did you buy the OEM
Toyota part? Let me know which step you are on and then I should be able to advise. Hello
John, I finished replacing my cables today for the passenger side, thanks to your blog and
some YouTube videos that some referred me to this page. By the time I discover that, as you
know, I was almost done. I took a break then I tried multiple scenarios and nothing worked.
Finally I released one loop from the front cable in the spool, which made it loose,. I decided to
keep the part after I found a solution which saved me from doing the whole work again. I
removed the the cap at the bottom of the black front tensioner and pulled the cable and made a
knot. On the other hand, I did not need to remove the attachment panel, there was enough room
to pass the cables and the clutch. Yes, your experience is why I recommend going with the OEM
part. If you are going to go through all this work why not be done with it for the remaining life of
the van versus what you have experienced. I bet you wished you were done and would gladly
pay the difference for the prices now to be done with it and now you must buy the part all over
again. Thanks for sharing and let us know how it goes with you. I did some research on part
needed to do this repair. There is a coupon discount code you can use mentioned at the end of
my comment. There are three options available now in June for the cable set without the motor
assuming you motor still work :. Before I tell you about the third option which costs more, you
need to check your door first to see if the spool is still in good shape, because option 1 and
option 2 do NOT come with new spool. The third option is to order an OEM part from Toyota that
come with the spool ready to install. All you need is to swap the motor to the new pan and
attach the spool to it which will save you 15 min of labor and guessing work. Right side part Left
side part NO sales tax in my state and price after applying the code and shipping charge.
Thanks for all the work you put into sharing the part information Hamad. I would say one thing,
the part you list in 3 is the old expensive part which now has been replaced by a much less
expensive part, ending in Dealers WILL sell you the old part and overcharge you so please
everyone, do not order the part or you will be overpaying for what is exactly the same part,
which can be purchased cheaper. Thanks John, Auto Zone did not have the bolts. Ace hardware
had one slightly longer, so I paired that with a washer and voila! Both doors completely fixed! It
took me about twice as long as was suggested 12 hours for 2 doors. The right seemed more

awkward to reach things. I have some back issues and am not very flexible. Actually, my
husband told me to hold the head of the wrench instead of the handle to reduce torque. Christie,
that probably is the funniest thing anyone has commented on my websiteâ€”too funny! It sure
feels good when you successfully completed them though! You can give a donation, thank you.
To donate via your phone, scroll ALL the way to the bottom of the article for this one it takes
forever because of the hundreds of commentsâ€”maybe pick a different article and it will be
much faster and tap on the donate icon and you can donate through paypal. Hi John, you are
my Toyota Angel! With your awesome instructions, I fixed my left door and am about to begin
the right today. My experience with car repairs is extremely limited. My question may be dumb,
but where can i find bolts and screws that I lost or broke? I need: 1. And most importantly, I
over tightened and broke one that holds the rear cable bracket under the vent. That one I need
my husband to drill the broken one out. Christie, thank you for the feedback and good job at
tackling this repair! I may go back and add some caution to some of those steps to warn future
repairers to be careful. Againâ€”great job on tackling this job Christie! John, your reply about
this issue received. He did check service bulletins, but he only found the issue with the coated
cables. This repair has dropped a couple of places on my life priority list, ti will probably be a
few weeks before I get to it. I will also post in the case of eventual success. Thanks for giving us
the feedback about the dealer not having the updated information. Keep us posted on how
things turn out if you choose to do the repair. Sounded close, price looked close to what others
had posted. I took it into myy local dealer and he ran it through his system and it is the part for
the drive motor, it was clear on his display. It appears from the posts here, some have had
success using the Doorman aftermarked part. If a part as you describe is no longer available, I
feel good enough about your instructions to tackle the repair with the aftermarket cable
assembly. When I updated the parts links I did not edit the text descriptions, which included the
parts numbers, so I assure you that part number is correct. I also went back and looked up the
emails I received that alerted me of this new lower-priced part and they match the part numbers
there. I will contact Olathe Toyota to further verify these part numbers and will comment back
on this to update you all. Very nice tutorial John. I want to replace the cable on my , right hand
door. I have dealt with this dealer and this parts man before and believe he is quite
knowledgeable and proficient. Has there been a change since you posted that part? Thanks for
the note Steve. My original Toyota parts connection closed their website. Check out the links
again and let me know if any of them do not work. Glad to have found this site. I was hoping I
could get new links for the parts. Debating if we should replace both while we are at it. Mary
Beth, check the links out again. The Toyota Parts connection I had with the former links closed
their online business without informing me. I have updated the parts links to another Toyota
dealer. Let me know if you have any problems with the links. This just happened on our Sienna I
am so frustrated â€” could your tutorial be used successfully on this year model? Thank you!
Molly, sorry to hear about that. I am under the understanding that they have changed the design
of the sliding door cable mechanism somewhat, to make the replacement part less expensive. I
have not worked on the new model and I cannot recall anyone reporting back on how similar the
repair is to the one I describe in this article. Hi, I want to understand how the suction function
still work in my door despite the cable is broken and I use the door manually? My Question is :
is that a separate motor that pops the door out and in? Hamad, the mechanism that pulls in the
tail edge of the sliding door is completely separate from the sliding door cable system that
opens and shuts the door. I have highlighted the two systems one set on each side in the
diagram below. Big thanks to John and everyone else who has pitched in tips over the years!
So, we bit the bullet, ordered the part and did the repair on the driver side. It took my husband
and I about a day and we had no problems. Funny to learn it after 10 years though! Stumbled
upon it while looking for a seat belt replacement. Best price on both. Great pricing when
compared. Can you check links? Thanks for the note Neil. Sorry about that. Oh, and we have to
replace the third row, driver side seat belt thanks to our dog. Otherwise, rock on Sienna! I got
the kit without the wound spool. My real problem so far though, is that on the drivers side the
previous owner just threw out the wheel, cover, bearings, and everything, and at some point the
cover on the passenger side broke and the bearing fell out of it as well. Where can I find the
right bearing for between the pulley housing and the pulley? Is it just a roller blade bearing?
Logan, I am not aware of anyone selling those parts individually for a Sienna. I would
recommend following my suggested steps in this article for the door where the previous owner
threw the parts away. Hi John great site. When I removed the door panel the cable housing was
broken and cables looked like rats nest. John, I have yet to hear that anyone needed to replace
the motor and cables. I disagree with the dealer you talked toâ€”your motor is most certainly ok
and all you need to do is replace the cable assemblies of which I list out the part numbers
above. Thanks for the great detail in this page. Had a mechanically inclined friend follow step by

step. In step 9a , how do you get the black pan off the vehicle once the screws are out, It looks
like it is riveted at the top middle,. Bryan, thanks for the question. There are no rivets holding
parts together in this repair. The larger black panel has two of these, one on each side on the
top, and I mention them in step One thing I do want to mention though is that both black
pressed-metal parts on this repair have rubber gaskets on the back outer edge of them
essentially a drizzle of hot glue that will stick to the door once you have removed all the bolts. I
did have an issue with a set of cables. The grey cable came out during shipping. I tried to put
back, and I though I did, but it broke very quickly after installation. I contacted Metro Toyota and
they did send me another under warranty which worked well. Paul and James at Metro Toyota
were a big help. Sorry you had that problem, they really should be secured better for shipping
so the cable cannot come out. Reed, thanks for taking the time to share and good work on your
repair! My driver side cable failed this winter on Sienna and I was using in manual mode for a
month which was annoying after it worked perfectly for 13 years, so had to fix it and I wanted to
do it in the cheapest way. Cable and spool cover was broken. Wanted to make the cable myself,
you can get a spool from amazon but could not find anybody sell the spool cover only. The
installation was a breeze thanks to your instruction. I installed the assembly without the spool,
then attached the two tensioners and then at the end wound the cables over the spool. If one
inserts the spool in the correct way there is only one way the cables can be wound. Only
problem I had was the last pully on the assembly was scrapping the channel when moving the
door. I fixed that with inserting a washer under assembly while putting the two bolts on step
RHS went again. Only lasted a little over 4 years. Part from Toyota was defective as the cable
protruded out. I put in as best I could but destroyed on test. Back it goes. Very disappointed in
Toyota products right now. Have to waste more time and wait for a replacement part. By now, I
think Toyota would come up with a part that can last. Amazing write up! I have very little
automotive experience but your post gave me the confidence to try this repair myself and am so
glad I did. I did it myself using this writeup saving sooooo much money and it is working great
now. Did finish with 2 spare parts though â€” oops. They are two small silver sleeves that
probably were supposed to be under screws somewhere. For reference, please tell me.
Honestly, it seems to be working fine without them so I may not bother reopening everything to
put them in. Thanks for the feedback Peter. The silver sleeves, I believe, are the bolt collars
shown in the first picture of Step They keep the bolts from compressing the plastic cover and
breaking off the tabs. They also could have come with the new part I cannot remember anymore
and you just reused the originals. In or I had the dealer warranty replace the RH side. Well, in it
broke again. Just ordered the new part cheaper part and will replace when it comes in. I guess
Toyota really wants me to do the RH side cable assembly too. Hopefully, it will take less than 4
hrs to complete. Thanks for that leg-work. It seems like those cables just will not last that long. I
had to wind the spool on the first one I did and I paid for the OEM part I bought it on ebay and it
had come apart in the mail. It is not worth the stress let me tell you. With all the work it takes to
put it in I recommend just buying the real thing and then being done with it. Thanks again for
sharing about your repairs! I just used your directions for something else and came across this.
Will this fix those issues, or do you think those are different issues? Thanks so much! Thanks
for the question Michelle. If the door operates fine when you pull the inside or outside handles
then I believe this is indicative of the door latch motor being bad. I would inspect as much as
you can see of the sliding door cables. When the door is closed, look in the channel under the
rear window. There should be a plastic coated cable. If you see the strands of the cable or any
fraying, that is likely the issue. When the door is open you can try to look in that channel as well
but the door is in the way as the rest of the cable is exposed at this time but is normally rolled
up inside the door when it is closed. Also, there is a rubber tube that runs along the leading
edge of the door which senses if something is being shut in the door. If this is hitting on
something or is damaged, it could cause it to open. The door, if it senses resistance to closing
will open back upâ€”this could be caused by fraying cables, something in the channel that the
wheels at the top or bottom of the door roll down check for toys, food, gravelâ€¦. Check out
those things and let me know if it helps or if you have more questions. Hi, John! Thank you for
your thorough instructions. I paid including shipping for right side cable assembly. This was my
first time doing any car related job and it took me hours roughly. Step They appeared not
completely aligned with each other. Solution: release the drive motor, seat actuator cover over
it, then bolt drive motor down to new assembly. Removing of the rear sliding door window
frame moulding sub-assembly. Tried long flat-head screwdriver covered with towel to avoid
damage to exterior paint. Also, i was using claw part of the hammer for two purposes: 1 to apply
more force, while pushing this part up; 2 to hit on the flat-head screwdriver, inserted between
part and door frame to remove frame moulding sub-assembly. Now we can enjoy the use of that
passenger side door that has been out of commission for a few years, and a growing young

man has developed some confidence in his abilities to master a seemingly daunting repair.
Great to hear, thanks for sharing, and tell your son that I am very impressed with his repair
skills!! My drivers side sliding door Sienna wire snapped. It is now stuck closed. Any thoughts
on the best way to get it open again so I can cut the wires to continue to use it manually? Any
help would be much appreciated! What I would do is have one person push out on the front and
back ends of the sliding door carefully timed with someone pulling the handle to open the door
pulling the handle just immediately before you push out. If they are pulling the outside handle
MAKE SURE they are not attempting to help you open the door with their handle pulling as that
handle will break. The trick is that you must pull the handle BEFORE pushing the door out, as
the latch must be unlatched when you try to push it open. Check back in and let us know if you
are able to get the door open and you can visit my article here on how to trim the cables: How to
Trim Broken Sliding Door Cables on Toyota Sienna. Thank you so much for the very
easy-to-follow instructions! With me reading the instructions and my husband doing the work,
we were able to finish in 2. Well worth the savings gained!! Thanks again!! Awesomeâ€”good
work guysâ€”you made a good team! Thanks for sharing about your successful repair.
Okâ€¦now my mistakes. I bought an aftermarket part from Autozone from Doorman. So I dug the
bearing out of the old, broken spool cover. Oh, then it only lasted for 24 hours before it broke.
The cable was all twisted up and the spool cover broken. Oh it was great. It went in so nicely.
Thanks John! The door finally works as normal as before. For me, what I found challenged are:
â€” take out the glass â€” re-route the cables into the pulley â€” slide the kit through the door. I
missed that but see it now! Thanks again for the excellent directions! I would not have
attempted this repair without your help. I inadvertently posted this in your other Sienna door
post. It was meant for this sliding door repairâ€¦.. Fantastic write-up! I have one thing to add.
While removing the old sliding door assembly from the door I broke one of the little black clips
that holds the two plastic rods on the sliding door assembly. Also, another person mentioned
they stripped the middle bolt that holds the window bracket in place. I did the same so be
careful when reinstalling this bolt. A quick trip to Ace hardware and I was able to piece together
a solution. It would stop a few inches short and fail to lock into place. I have to admit I had never
noticed this before but confirmed it on the other door as well. I initially thought I had done
something wrong on the install and just want to save someone else the time if they notice they
same thing. Roll the windows up and they will work fine. I ran into this same issue and after
studying the cables and what happens when you roll the window down, I came to the same
conclusion and I mention that in Step Is there any way I can post a photo? Only I can post
images in the comments. I think I know what piece you are talking about now, is it this piece:.
George, I received the picture, thank you, and below it is posted for everyone following this
article to see. I have also included it in the main tutorial in Step 24 :. Sorry for the delay in
getting back to you. Regarding your 2 question, I re-read your instructions and found under
step 24 this quote:. I was trying to think of why on earth they designed it that way and then
looked at your note in step Now I understand! At least it helped me double-check my work and
find the aforementioned tab that was out of place. A couple other things I forgot to mention: 1.
My new pulley assembly had the cable slightly off the spool as you noted in step 9b, so thank
you very much for the heads up on that. The part was cheap in the grand scheme of things and I
imagine the plastic may have been getting brittle after 10 years. This must be the tab you are
referring to, correct? Looks like this to me? Ok Mike, sorry for taking so long to get back to you
with an answer but I was managing a big project at work over Thanksgiving. I took one of the
top bolts out of my van and checked it with my metric die set. I have lost one of the three pulley
bolts, anyone happens to know what size it is? Or what part number. Please be as specific as
possible. These were excellent instructions and I was able to successfully replace my broken
cable in around 6 hours with several breaks. Thank you so much for taking the time to publish
these! A couple of notes from my repair:. The two torx bolts that hold the rear tensioner bracket
also had 10mm heads on them. Anyway, I was able to remove the three bolts holding it in and
then wiggled it so the tab came through the hole and was positioned correctly. It was like it was
hitting something in the lower track. It ended up being a springed tab on the mechanism on the
bottom of the door that was in the wrong position the one with two cables going to it I puzzled
over this for quite a while, as it seemed like a totally mechanical issue, but in the process of
disconnecting the battery, opening and closing door, etc. I think another reader had the same
issue and found it was fixed by disconnecting and reconnecting the battery. At any rate, it
appears to be all good. Good job on completing the repair! I added a note on Step 14 ,
mentioning that some vans may have a 10mm bolt instead of the torx. Will you please clarify
exactly which step you are referring to is it Step 25? When the window is down, a metal arm
comes out at the bottom of the door, down by the latch, and keeps the door from locking in the
fully-open position. I added a note about this in Step I live in Hawaii and shipping here is always

expensive so I looked into where would be closest to get the part, First I went to the local
Toyota dealer to ask if they have it and they checked on their computer and said that part does
not appear as a part for a Sienna LE. Obviously I was a bit concerned and so I Googled and
found several places that sell it on-line including the place in your link. The web site reported it
cannot confirm it will work in my car either! So now I am totally confused. Two different sources
are saying it may not be the correct one, yet it seems to have worked for you and several
readers here. Can you help resolve this? I have interacted with the parts manager for the Toyota
Parts links I have in this article and I can assure you those are the correct parts for a Toyota
Sienna. If you want to send me a message via the contact me page with your VIN I will
personally double check with them and then email you back. Thank you for the feedback
Michaelâ€”that is great to hear. More importantly, the wife is happy and that is what really
matters! Thanks for doing this! Thanks so much for the encouraging feedback Nick, you are so
welcome. This guide is awesome! It took me approx 3. Thanks for creating such a detailed set of
instructions. They are very impressive. John thank you so much for looking at this stuff daily
you have saved me thousands and I owe you. So neither the handles or electric buttons work to
close the door under power. Both system work to open it but the only way to close it is
manually at this point. The step I would probably take next if it was my van would be to take the
inner door panel off and then observe what is happening inside. When you push a remote
button on the van or keychain remote , does the motor attempt to unlatch the door first? When
you pull the handle, is the cable pulling the latch? Motor works fine when opening but when you
hit either button to close there is no response at all, no clicking etc. I have removed and
replaced batter cables to reset but gotten no where. Any ideas? Thanks for your time. Will your
door close if you do the following:. If it will open via the inner or outer door handles but not the
remote buttons, that points to the door latch motor being bad. Hi John, I see you are still
replying to comments many years after writing this awesome procedure. I have a Sienna. It
would be wonderful if the procedure is in fact a lot simpler for the ! Thanks for the comment
Cindy. I expect to get another , miles out of it K total! Hi John, Thank you for these instructions.
They are awesome. She only has one sliding door on passenger side. I cut off the pieces of wire
that had snapped and the sliding door worked without noise for a few weeks before it
completely failed yesterday. I have another question for you. Before the cable failed we had
another problem for a couple of years that we just put up with and I am wondering if you are
aware of it or know a fix. Both buttons inside the van opened and closed the sliding door
flawlessly without any problems. Hi ,, i have a Sienna , the sliding motor is working fine can i
just replace the cable without going through all those steps? Hello Mike, thanks for the
question. The OEM cables are threaded through the plastic tubing with metal grommets tightly
fused to the end of the cables and that grommet seats down into the pulley on which the cables
reel up on , so it is not easy to only replace the cables as you would need some special tool to
fuse a grommet tightly on the end. The process described in this article involves replacing the
cable housing, pulley, and the tubing in which the cables run. I do know that hundreds of people
have successfully followed this guide to repair their Sienna and now the part is less expensive
than it ever has been. Thanks for putting together such a great instruction and keeping it
updated. One comment regarding use of T30 torx for removing the rear cable tensioner bracket
is that for whatever reason T30 bit was somewhat loose fitting I tried 2 different brand T30 and I
ended up stripping it even after a liberal application of penetrating fluid. However, upon careful
inspection, I noticed that the screw head was not round but 6-sided. I tried 10mm socket on it
and it came off very easily. The passenger side will be next! It sounds like there was a different
kind of bolt on your tensioner bracket. Good job on the repair. So now it is even more affordable
to fix your van with my guide. I have links to everything as always at the beginning of this
article. Please reply to this comment if you have any questions. It turns out a piece of the old
shattered housing was gumming up the works. After a few troubleshooting efforts the piece
became dislodged and now the door works perfectly! Great job troubleshooting Lauren! That is
a relief to find the source of the popping noise. Thanks for checking back in and great job in
fixing your van! All is well except that when I open the door there is a very loud POP as the door
releases. The same pop is head on the other side when I open that door but not nearly as loud.
Any advice would be greatly appreciated! Lauren, thanks for the feedback. Your door should not
make a popping sound. Are the cables extremely tight? I would inspect your install and
compare the path of the cables to the pictures in this article to verify that they have been thread
through the correct route. Had someone worked on your doors in the past? Since there door is
popping too, could someone have done something incorrect to both doors? These instructions
are a BIG money saver! My rear door one day started making this crunching sound and upon
detail inspection I found that the cable had striped not entirely. So, doing a little bit of research I
came across different way of making the repair, one of them included buying the cheap part.

But when I came across your website and instructions and the many comments about other
folks doing exactly that, they had to do the whole repair thing again because that cheap part did
not work as expected. I followed your steps and the wire was placed inside the assembly
perfectly! While doing the whole repair, I found 2 things that I would like your input. There were
no claw clips and the tabs on the trim are partially destroyed. So, I am now deciding whether to
fabricate both tabs for the back of the trim I kind of already made one and glue them there so I
can put them back on the metal frame or just buying a new trim. Would you know? Toyota
Window Molding Part Number And if you close it with either the remote, head controls, door
button or door latch it closes ok. This has happened a few times now, any idea what it is? My
opinion is that if you are going to put this much work into replacing a part, buy the good part
and be done with it for another 10 years. The new part has adhesive along the leading edge of it.
As for your door opening issues, if the door struggles to open when using any remote button
but opens fine when you pull the physical inside or outside handles, that points to the door
latch motor failing. I replaced the passenger side door latch motor and have written up that
repair. If you can do the sliding door cables that repair will be easy and shares many of the
same steps: How to Replace the Slide Door Lock Release Motor Assy. Carlos, thanks for the
question. I do know that if you let them go bad you will ruin your tires and it is dangerous as
your tires do not make consistent contact with the road and when braking you will not be able
to stop like you could if your shocks were in good condition. You can notice someone with very
bad shocks driving down the road as their wheel will just bounce up and down, even as they
drive down a smooth surface. In my experience, around 75, is about all you should expect to get
out of your rear shocks or front struts. I just changed my rear shocks and it had been about 75,
miles from when I did them last. When I purchased my van it had bad shocks and the rather new
tires had been ruined by the bad shocks, which is a waste of money. That is disappointing but
what do you do but get them replaced and if you replace one side you should do both and the
rear springs come in sets. Hopefully this answers your question. I might add that if you can see
visible signs of oil leaking down the shock, that is a definite sign the seal is leaking and the
shock needs replacing. Thanks again, John, for your awesome tutorial. I finally got around to
fixing it today, and it was definitely so much easier the 2nd time around. I shaved my time from
4. I just hope I never have to do it again. I followed the instructions above for replacing the left
sliding door on my Toyota Sienna. Both times the instructions worked well. In , I had no
problems with testing the automatic sliding door opening and closing after installing the new
cable assembly. In , we did have a challenge with the door recognizing its position and opening
and closing. The door was not opening all the way, but was stopping at the door stop while it
was opening. After examining its mechanism and how it should work, we finally decided to
disconnect the positive cable from the battery, wait a minute, and re-connect the battery cable.
Thank you for the instructions. My 4-year-old hung out with me this weekend while I finished
replacing the rear shocks on my Sienna. Anybody else report this type of problem? If the door
latch motor is going bad, this possibly could have the symptoms you are describing. If you can
repair your sliding door cables then that repair will be easy and it shares a lot of the same steps.
I just replaced my door hinge on my , because it was sagging and the door was having a hard
time closing. For more information go to I am using synthetic oil as per my owner's manual on
my Toyota Sienna. What oil change interval should I follow? Toyota has a new policy for oil
change intervals. For your Toyota Sienna, if you are using the 0w synthetic oil, you can now
enjoy extended oil change intervals of 10, miles per 12 months. Toyota advises owners to
continue checking oil level regularly and top it off so the engine can get the full benefit of the
oil. However, if your vehicle meets the standard criteria for "Special Operating Conditions" like
driving off-road, you need to change your engine oil every 5, miles regardless if you are using
synthetic oil or not. Always refer to your owner's manual. I can hear knocking sounds on my
Toyota Sienna every time I start it up. Any idea what might be the cause of this problem?
Knocking noises during startup may be identified as either valve noise, piston slap, or rod
knocks. If you get a ticking noise when driving, you might want to get the valves adjusted. This
noise can be very pronounced but as long as you don't have any drivability issue, it's fine.
Improper engine break-in could be the cause of having a piston slap. It could also be because of
out of round cylinders or bad rings. If you don't see any compression issues or oil consumption
problems, you can just let it be. Otherwise, you need to have your piston rebuilt or replaced.
The worst knocking sound is a rod knock. This is caused by slop in the connecting rod and can
be a symptom of clogged oil passages or loss of oil and oil pressure. Replacement is also the
most common solution. The power door lock mechanism on my Toyota Sienna has been
causing me trouble lately. Sometimes all my power door locks are not working while other times
only one or two are having problems. What could it be? Your Toyota Sienna's and all vehicles
for that matter power door locks use individual solenoids in each door to activate the lock

mechanism. The switch is the one that provides power to these solenoids. Power door lock
failures can either be caused by faulty solenoids, faulty switch, or a mechanical problem within
the linkage of the door. In case of power door lock failures, the first thing that you should check
is the fuse box; make sure that it is not blown or busted. Check your owner's manual for the
fuse designations and ratings. You should also try each door lock switch in the vehicle to see if
the doors can be locked using any of the switches. If only one door fails to operate and there's a
click but the lock did not engage, you may have a door lock mechanism problem at hand. While
driving my Toyota Sienna, I noticed some kind of vibrations coming from the steering wheel.
What should I do? If the vibration happened to your Toyota Sienna while braking, it could be
caused by warped rotors. When this happened while you're not braking, then it could be
because one or more of your tires being out of balance. The latter is easy enough to fix.
However, it is advised that you visit a tire shop for this repair rather than go to your dealership.
The minivan is designed to be the ideal transport for the whole family. A minivan like the Toyota
Sienna should always have features for passenger protection and accommodation. With such
precious cargo, it is only fitting that they are inside a safe and comfortable vehicle. Add to that
the importance of keeping rowdy children secure and entertained especially during long trips.
Fortunately, the people at Toyota understood these needs in their design of the Sienna. Its
three-generation history has been that of giving the market one of the best options in supplying
the perfect minivan. One of the first descriptions given to the first-generation Sienna was that it
was the Camry of minivans. Reliable and comfortable, the Camry was very popular in its market.
But the Sienna was a big hit mostly because of its incredible safety rating. Its chassis was
certified to be able to withstand a considerable amount of damage. Its option-airbags were a big
boost for safety. By this time, the Toyota Sienna has already established a solid reputation as
one of the safest minivans in the market. This reputation was maintained through the second
generation. Beyond safety, major changes that can be found on Siennas through these years
are the improvements done inside the car. The high-end trims featured a classy and comfortable
leather interior. For restless passengers, a high-quality speaker system and DVD player and
screen should keep them distracted especially on long rides. When the lives and welfare of the
whole family are involved, one can never be too safe. For starters, the entertainment system is
improved as bigger LCD screens are fitted and headphones can be jacked for localized
sound-output. Backup cameras were upgraded to have a ? Knee and overhead airbags are also
new additions for increased safety. It also features an elevating seat to assist the disabled in
riding and leaving the minivan. These additions, and many more, are the reasons the Sienna
continues to be one of the most looked-for models in its class. We've Made a Site Update.
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